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The new CD Walk in the Sun has some very special melodies and flourishes. I particularly like " Peaceful

Path" and the song called "Walk in the Sun", as well as "Choose". Thanks for such a stunning addition to

the music collection. 11 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: Ambient, NEW AGE: Healing Details: Jeanette

Alexander An expressive, thoughtful musician who performs on the piano with a poetic depth that has

endured her to legions of fans nationally and internationally. Her music has introspective fire! Walk in the

Sun, her newest CD, contains 11 piano tracks, each distinctive in style and substance, which creates a

listening experience filled with inspiration, courage and hope including a favorite classic "Grandfather's

Clock" ..... Walk in the Sun, is a gem! It's "upbeat" It beautiful! It is a soothing and healing CD. Piano,

Violin, Cello, Guitar, Bass, and Percussion. "..... Jeanette Alexander is rapidly becoming recognized as

one of the extraordinary new talents on the international music scene." "Walk in the Sun is an aural and

sensual adventure!" What people are saying about Jeanette's music and recently released. new CD,

Walk in the Sun Dear Jeanette, Your magnificent CD, "Walk In The Sun," arrived today. The new CD

Walk in the Sun has some very special melodies and little flourishes. I particularly like " Peaceful Path"

and the song called "Walk in the Sun", as well as "Choose". Thanks for such a stunning addition to the

music collection. I look forward to hearing the tunes played live. John Dear Jeanette, So good to see you

in concert tonight. Terri and I really enjoyed your performance. The new CD, Walk in the Sun is terrific!

You've done a terrific job! Hope all is well with you and keep up the good work!! MJC Dear Jeanette , I

stopped by East West Bookstore (for the second time) today and they had one copy of Walk in the Sun

left. I'm listening now, and enjoying it immensely. I'm proud of you! You've outdone yourself. It's "upbeat"

and it's truly "you". Congratulations from Terri and I and we hope to see you again soon. Mike  Terri Amid

musical accompaniments that include a violin, cello, guitar and percussion, Jeanette's soothing, strongly

melodic style evokes sensitive and visionary feelings. East West Bookshop, Seattle WA Delightful

melodies Finely textured Listeners will be beckoned with gently acoustical instrumentation Simplicity and

spirituality There is a sense of vision and clarity... "Walk in the Sun" is a beautiful title and the melody for

that song gives me a very spirited feeling... The song, "Sun Down" is fantastic! "Well done"! Yvonne H.
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